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  . and organize many things. Although XMind has gained lots of users from China, South Korea, and even USA, but its Chinese
version still lacks some usability. So this blog is a short introduction to using XMind in Chinese. The XMind introduction is

composed of two parts: the first one is the system introduction, the second one is the feature introduction. System Introduction
------------------ The workflow of using XMind is shown in Fig. \[fig1\]. XMind provides many features for users to understand

the process in a better way. Here are some basic steps: - Step 1: Add new stuff, press “Start” - Step 2: Choose to save to the
original map, or to . . .the notebook file. - When you save to the original map, XMind will print a pop-up window for you. If you
need to read the file in the . . .XMind Notebook . . you can do it here, by selecting “Export to notebook”. - When you save to the

notebook, you need to choose a directory for the notebook, which you can select by clicking “Choose Directory”. - Step 3:
Choose the modules you want to use. - In XMind, you can add modules, choose the module you want to use and click “+”. -

After adding a module, you can link it to other modules in the map. If you want to link two modules, you can choose one
module and click “Link to . . .”. - You can use “Tags” to label the different categories. - “Relations” is the basic module to edit
any relations. - Step 4: Choose the page layout. - Choose to set the page layout on the basic page or on the tabs, to improve the

readability of the content. - Step 5: Select some page elements and . . . - Step 6: Type the content, fill the branches with the
thoughts, link them together. - Step 7: You 82157476af
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